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1 Introduction

Parking is a critical issue in urban areas, found to contribute negatively to mobility and traffic. Related research has estimated that drivers driving around searching for parking (cruising for parking) could reach up to 50 % of the total traffic (Shoup, 2006). Solutions to problems associated with parking have been widely addressed by parking policies (e.g. pricing, permits) (Liu et al., 2014) and Parking Guidance and Information systems (PGIS) (Caicedo, 2010). Although latest studies conclude that parking-related policies implemented have reduced the impact of parking to traffic (Montini et al., 2012), social and political considerations limit their applicability, while it is evidenced that they might negatively impact competitiveness of businesses (D’Acierno et al., 2006). Intelligent Parking Services (IPS) have been suggested as a mean to alleviate the remaining effects of parking by reducing the searching process (Geng and Cassandras, 2012). The evaluation of such systems requires the modelling of the road transportation system including parking. Parking modelling can be distinguished in choice and allocation (or assignment) modelling.

This article presents a bi-level network assignment model with parking facilities under uncertainty, based on the behavioural characteristics of the parking search process (Chaniotakis and Pel, 2015). It contributes to the existing literature (Guo et al., 2013; Leurent and Boujnab, 2014) by defining a parking decision process model, that serves as the base for the equilibrium parking assignment model proposed.
2 Drivers’ Parking Choice model

Chaniotakis and Pel (2015) conducted a stated preference research and concluded that individuals take decisions concerning parking facilities to be visited before trips given their previous experiences and concluded to a set of parameters that describe the parking choice under uncertainty, that can be directly connected to network characteristics (strategic decision making). The Multinomial Logit model version is presented in Equation 1 (tvalues given in parenthesis below the estimated coefficient values).

\[ V_{o,p,d} = -0.735 \cdot C_p - 0.001 \cdot T_{o,p} - 0.011 \cdot W_{p,d} + 0.119 \cdot O_p + 0.569 \cdot Pr_p^0 + 1.180 \cdot Pr_p^8 \] (1)

where \( V_{o,p,d} \) is the utility of visiting parking facility \( p \) given origin \( o \) and destination \( d \), \( C_p \) the parking cost, \( T_{o,p} \) the travel time from origin to parking facility, \( W_{p,d} \) the walking distance from the parking facility to the destination, \( O_p \) dummy variable for parking type (set to 1 for off-street parking type) \( Pr_p^0 \) the probability to find a vacant parking spot upon arrival \( Pr_p^8 \) the probability after 8 min.

3 Networks Assignment Model with Parking Facilities

3.1 Formulation

Individuals who are familiar with an area are assumed to follow a habitual pattern when it comes to parking. This assumption is supported by the behavioural research performed by (Chaniotakis and Pel, 2015). The habitual pattern includes the devise of a strategy (pre-trip) consisting of visits to sequential parking facilities until a vacant parking spot is found. The choice model, is used to describe this sequence of parking facilities (parking search route) to be visited by each individual searching for parking, in a bi-level equilibrium assignment (Figure 1). This assignment includes a Stochastic User Equilibrium Assignment for the estimation of travel times and flows \( SUEr \) and a Stochastic User Equilibrium assignment for the estimation of the parking search routes chosen facilities \( SUEp \).

The decomposition of the assignment on two levels lays on the fact that both equilibrium levels have travel time as a common attribute. Travel time is related to the route flows, which is the affected by the chosen parking destination derived by the parking search route assignment (\( SUEp \)).

It is assumed that individuals would maximize the total utility of each parking search route, defined as the summation of the utilities of each visited parking location multiplied by the probability to find a vacant parking spot at the examined parking facility, multiplied one minus the probability of finding a vacant parking spot at each previously visited parking facility. Based on the probabilities to find a vacant parking spot and the choices to drive to a parking facility, the expected number of individuals driving to each parking
destination for each random OD is defined. The probabilities to find a vacant parking spot upon arrival and after 8 minutes are defined based on the capacity of the parking destination the number of occupied parking spots, the number of arriving vehicles (arrival process) and the number of departing vehicles (departure process).

3.2 Verification

The assignment model was implemented in MATLAB and examined on three simple test networks that would allow for its verification and identification of possible problems. Six scenarios are examined for varying characteristics (parking price, capacity, parking type, walking distance to destination, travel time). In all cases examined the assignment model performs as expected, with individuals choosing parking search routes that would maximize the total obtained utility (minimize cost). Focus is given on the sensitivity of the SPSR to different prices and capacities and also to the different results that yield with a Logit scale factor (\( \lambda \)) of 1 and a large scale factor that is closer to DUE assignment.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a network assignment model with parking under uncertain parking conditions. The model suggested is built upon the research findings of Chaniotakis and Pel (2015) including the parking related behavioural characteristics and the estimated choice model. For individuals familiar with the area to park, a habitual pattern is assumed on the strategic behavioural level (pre-trip), and a novel parking search route consisting of sequential parking destinations to be visited is suggested. The successful verification of the assignment illustrates the performance of the model suggested and its capabilities to
be implemented in large scale networks.
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